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TECH4LIFE ENTERPRISES EXPANDS TO NEW MARKETS AT ARAB HEALTH 2016

Arab Health is one of the largest healthcare exhibition in the world, offering opportunities to build relationships within the healthcare industry, showcase progress and achievement in the sector, and explore new opportunities for advancing health services. Tech4Life Enterprises will showcase world’s fastest growing mobile telemedicine solution ‘MDCsults’, along with launching two highly innovative and revolutionary products in the healthcare industry. “eSteth” is a highly dynamic and innovative Plug ‘n’ Play digital stethoscope which captures, amplifies and transmits sounds in real-time. eSteth is available as ‘eSteth Pro’ and ‘eSteth Lite’ to assist specialized physicians as well as the frontline workers for better diagnosis. Another state of the art development by Tech4Life is called ‘MDC-Connect’, which is world’s first Telemedicine based Health Call Centre that could be used as a value added service by government and private healthcare organizations.

TECH4LIFE ENTERPRISES RELOCATES IT’S HEADQUARTER AND REGIONAL OFFICES

Tech4life Enterprises’ mission is to improve healthcare in low and middle income countries by strengthening systems and empowering stakeholders through simple innovations. In order to address the growing needs of our users, Tech4Life Enterprises relocates its offices in Canada and Pakistan. The headquarter of Tech4Life Enterprises is now based at the Milton Education Village Innovation Centre in Milton ON Canada, which provides a wonderful platform for collaboration for some highly innovative companies. The enhancement of space and operational efficiency will help meet the growing demand of its products around the world.

DR. SHARIQ KHOJA
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

I want to thank our clients, partners, and staff for making 2015 a successful year for Tech4Life. The company enters 2016 with a strong success story and high aims to become a leader in Telemedicine and Point of Care devices around the world. With distributorship and implementations in over 20 countries, HIPAA compliance for MDCsults, and state of the art digital stethoscope ready for its launch in January 2016, Tech4Life makes a huge impact on the global health arena. The company continues to produce affordable, high impact solutions to improve access of care for vulnerable populations. Tech4Life will continue focus on scaling its network to more countries and partnering with organizations ensuring availability of its innovative technologies. We greatly appreciate World Vision, Grand Challenges Canada, Aga Khan Development Network, Governments of Canada, Afghanistan, Tanzania and Pakistan, DoctHers, Naya Jeevan and our investors for supporting Tech4Life’s journey.
TECH4LIFE ENTERPRISES BROADENS ITS NETWORK IN AFGHANISTAN, INDIA AND EUROPE

With the aim of creating a remarkable impact on global health through innovation, Tech4Life Enterprises is pleased to sign official distributorship of ‘MDConsults’ in Afghanistan with KashTech; in Greece and Cyprus with Bivili Private Company; and in India with Health Corniche. The new companies will promote world’s fastest growing mobile telemedicine solution, ‘MDConsults’, in their respective areas of operations.

DR. SARA KHURRAM
NAYA JEEVAN (NGO-PAKISTAN)

When we launched our Telemedicine Startup Company named DoctHERs, we searched for so many companies who are dealing with telemedicine software and then we came across Tech4life Enterprises and their robust solution MDConsults. MDConsults provides us the perfect solution to teleconsultation in remote areas where technology is sparse. The best part is that it covers all aspects of telemedicine and is easy to use at the same time. We have implemented the software at two of our remote clinics, connecting them with a number of doctors working from home. We have found MDConsults very helpful. It has been running smoothly for the last three months. We are planning to launch our third clinic in the northern part of Pakistan and MDConsults will be our partner for sure.

MARK BANFIELD
DIRECTOR-AFRI HEALTH

I have seen a lot of changes in the healthcare industry over the past 25 years, the industry has evolved tremendously, and telemedicine has phenomenally surpassed the traditional medicine. Seeing the progress of Tech4Life Enterprises focused on driving its energies towards empowering individuals in developing countries for managing health via its innovative and distinguished technologies inspires me to work as a partner in my respective area of interest and operation.

Its Telemedicine solution ‘MDConsults’ has truly emerged as the fastest growing mobile telemedicine solution, bridging the digital divide in the provision of health services between the privileged and deprived parts of the world and has received immense appreciation from the potential clients in this part of the world.

TECH4LIFE ENTERPRISES SHOWCASES ITS INNOVATIVE MATERNAL WRISTBAND- “JEERAL” AT THE GLOBAL MATERNAL AND NEWBORN HEALTH CONFERENCE IN MEXICO

Maternal and Newborn Health Conference, held in Mexico from 18th-21st October 2015, was one of the largest and most high profile conference in maternal and newborn health. Tech4Life Enterprises showcased its highly innovative maternal wristband, called Jeejal, at the conference, which is a revolutionary product for saving lives of mothers during pregnancy. Jeejal non-invasively monitors glucose and hemoglobin along with blood pressure, and transfers information to health providers through text messaging. The maternal wristband revolutionizes monitoring of mothers for essential vital signs, including hemoglobin, blood glucose and blood pressure.

Saving Lives Of Mothers
Tech4Life Enterprises made its mark successfully at eHealth Asia 2015, held on 13th-14th October 2015 at the Grand Cinnamon Hotel, Colombo, Sri Lanka. The conference was attended by approximately 300 delegates and inaugurated by His Excellency Maithripala Sirisena, the president of Sri Lanka. Tech4Life's CEO, Dr. Shariq Khoja, presented on "Leading the Global Change through Mobile & Web based Telemedicine". Our team, comprising of Malik Muhammad Ahad (Manager - Marketing and Sales) and Dodo Khan (General - Manager & Head of Information Technology) exhibited two of our high impact products ‘MDConsults’ & ‘eSteth’ and received overwhelming response at the exhibition.

HIPAA COMPLIANT VERSION OF MDCONSULTS LAUNCHED AT MHEALTH SUMMIT 2015

Tech4Life Enterprises made an impactful participation at the mHealth Summit 2015, exhibiting its innovative HIPAA compliant Telemedicine solution ‘MDConsults’. The event took place on Nov 8-11, 2015 at the Gaylord National Resort and Convention Center, Washington, DC. This year’s conference also featured Global mHealth Forum, a gathering of influencers from over 50 countries to discuss the progression of mHealth in developing and emerging countries.

AFRIHEALTH AND TECH4LIFE ENTERPRISES SHOWCASE MDCONSULTS AT THE ICT4HEALTH 2015 IN CAPE TOWN, SOUTH AFRICA

Advancement in mobile coverage in Africa opens opportunities for improving programs and services in social sector, including healthcare. AfriHealth, Tech4Life's official partner in South Africa, exhibits the MDConsults at the ICT4Health conference in Cape Town on November 24th and 25th, 2015. The event presented a platform to set an agenda for the future with the guidance of National Government and all other leading organizations of the country. The strong coordination between AfriHealth and Tech4Life Enterprises has enabled rapid progress of MDConsults in Africa. MDConsults provides state of the art mobile and web-based telemedicine platform to empower health providers and patients to better manage health in their home environment.
DKT and DoctHERs collaboration uses MDConsults as the Telemedicine solution

DoctHERs and DKT International have joined hands to improve primary health care services in remote parts of Pakistan through Telemedicine. Tech4Life Enterprises shares similar vigor and passion when it comes down to helping low-economic groups of population. MDConsults is used as telemedicine solution in the project to connect the virtual doctor with the nurse and patient. The flexibility to change the language of the software interface makes MDConsults user friendly for CMWs. Furthermore, new groups have been formed for these clinics in the software. The facility to e-print the prescription is also upgraded in the software with the assistance from MDConsults support team.

Dissemination Workshop for ‘Afghanistan Mental Health Project’. An initiative for improving mental health of young adults in Afghanistan

Tech4Life Enterprises proudly organized an informative dissemination workshop on its flagship mental health project ‘Improving Mental Health of Young Adults in Badakshan Province of Afghanistan using eHealth’ which was held on Tuesday, 24th November, 2015 at Serena Hotel, Kabul. This event had been jointly organized by the Ministry of Public Health Afghanistan, Aga Khan Health Services and Tech4Life Enterprises. Team Tech4Life shared the project interventions and associated impact with the media, health and IT experts and discussed the application of the innovation with key experts in the field to accelerate the development of ICT-based mental healthcare system in the region. The workshop was attended by high level delegates from the Ministry of Public Health Afghanistan, NGOs and private health organizations, and local and international media.
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